MOLITOR increases firm's focus on Construction Litigation
and expands in areas of Alternative Dispute Resolution
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Luxembourg, 9 January 2017 - MOLITOR is delighted to announce the arrival of Jacques Wolter as a partner
of the firm. Jacques Wolter joined MOLITOR with his team on 1 January 2017.
“Jacques will bring a wealth of experience in Commercial Litigation and advice including construction and
insurance matters. He devotes a substantial portion of his practice to commercial mediation and arbitration and
he has represented clients in numerous commercial disputes. His portfolio of high profile clients speaks for his
reputation as a top lawyer in this field”, said Michel Molitor, Managing Partner.
Jacques has represented clients in a broad spectrum of matters related to litigation. In addition he advises
clients on construction litigation matters. He has considerable experience in resolving the full range of claims that
can arise before, during and after construction projects and he has obtained cost-effective settlements in matters
across multiple sectors through multi-party mediation and arbitration. Jacques will also be a great asset for the
firm’s German Desk.
Paulo Lopes Da Silva, Partner in Litigation and Real Estate commented, “Alternative Dispute Resolution has
become more common in recent years as an alternative to costly litigation. Jacques’ depth of experience gives
him the ability to help all parties arrive at satisfactory solutions when obstacles to resolution may exist. Jacques
is a highly skilled lawyer and he is trusted by his clients and respected in the market. His and his teams’ qualities
are a great fit for our firm.”
“I am looking forward to joining MOLITOR. The firm’s Litigation & Dispute Resolution law work is held in the
highest regard by key players in Luxembourg and abroad, and its Real Estate team is greatly valued. These
facts coupled with the clients I work with, are key to my decision to join the firm”, said Jacques Wolter.
Jacques Wolter is Avocat à la Cour and has been a member of the Luxembourg Bar since 1990. After
graduating from the University of Sorbonne, France (Maîtrise en droit des affairs) he earned an L.L.M. Cologne.
He is a trained mediator accredited by the courts of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and has been certified as
an arbitrator by the “Centre de Médiation et d’Arbitrage de Paris (CMAP)”. Whether through litigation or
alternative dispute resolution, Jacques listens with a trained ear to the concerns and questions that are raised
and guides clients with an empathetic hand. Prior to joining MOLITOR, Jacques was a partner at Wolter Avocats
and he is the President of the Luxembourg “Centre de Médiation Civile et Commercial” and he is a speaker at
the Chambers of Trade (Crafts), Trier, Germany.
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